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The first Sunday of Lent plunged us into the age-old human predicament of 

playing God. The second Sunday of Lent unveiled God's gift of new life on the 

cross of Jesus -- we're simply invited to look & believe. In a way, those first two 

Sundays bookend our entire journey through these 40 days of Lent: from our 

predicament to our salvation. 

But that still leaves a lot of uncharted territory in-between. And the in-

between territory is where most of us live. We live in-between the unleashing of 

evil in God's good creation, and our rescue from that evil in resurrection & new 

creation. We live in-between. So we need a faith and a spirituality that’s big 

enough for all of our life in-between; the in-between that includes our 

contribution to the world's evil & greed; the in-between that includes our suffering 

at the hand of the world's evil & greed. Our lives depend not just on the bookends 

of our beginning and our destination. They also depend on the journey in-between.  

Think about it like this. Some of you may have experienced the new 

crosswalks up at Quincy Center. As part of the Quincy Center development they 

installed some fancy new crosswalks. Now, a crosswalk is one of the simplest 

things you’ll ever see. It’s only about one thing. A crosswalk literally defines the 

space “in-between” two sides of a journey. Apparently the new crosswalks at 

Quincy Center have caused all kinds of confusion for some people. Because they 

don’t operate like usual crosswalks. Apparently they’re more like railroad signals 

withs flashing beacons and extra signs that people don’t bother to read. Some 
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pedestrians are begging for the “familiar” crosswalks to come back. Others say the 

new ones are fine as long as people pay attention. As far as the city is concerned: 

the new crosswalks are here to stay. Because “eight months into the use of new 

high-tech traffic signals in Quincy Center – an area once considered one of the 

most dangerous in the state for walkers – no pedestrian accidents have occurred.”  1

It’s an effective reminder that even when it comes to the simplest 

journeys, so much of our lives depends on those in-between spaces. So this 

Sunday, just like the past two Sundays, we’re invited (back) into a story for Lent. 

We’re invited again to join the people of Israel during their greatest journey “in-

between" deliverance from slavery & their arrival in a promised land. We’re 

invited to join them in the wilderness of their Exodus wanderings. 

The great question on their journey in-between a land of slavery and a land 

of promise is this:  Is God with us? (Ex. 17.7). That’s always the question in-

between deliverance and hope: is God is with us? And of course as soon as we ask 

whether God is with us we need to know what we’re looking for so it’s also a 

question about How God is with us. 

 In Exodus the people of Israel learn that God is with them by sustaining 

them in the midst of their journey. God's doesn’t miraculously end their journey. 

God doesn’t even simplify their journey. God sustains them in the midst of a 

difficult journey. When they find themselves wandering in the desert and unsure 
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about how they’re going to survive, they discover God as the one who not only 

delivered them from slavery, who not only promised them a future hope, but also 

who sustains them in-between.  “The power that has brought the Israelites out of 

Egypt is the same power that is sustaining them in the desert and that will bring 

them, eventually, safely into the land God promised.”   2

 Here’s how it works. The first plague God inflicted on their slaveholders in 

Egypt was turning the Nile River into blood; turning a source life into a source 

of death. In the wilderness God reverses that action for the people of Israel.  And 3

this little story becomes one of our main clues about how God is going to be with 

them on their journey in-between. 

 God tells Moses, "I will be standing there in front of you on the rock. 

Strike the rock, and water will come out of it," (Ex. 17.6). God doesn’t transform 

the rock into an oasis. God doesn’t use the rock to immediately transport them to 

safety. God doesn’t even use the rock to answer any of their questions about the 

rest of their journey. God simply stands there, offering himself (?), and tells Moses 

to strike. The lesson is that God will sustain them — whatever they face — even if 

it means bleeding water from a rock. God sustains them. It’s a powerful message. 

 Some ancient interpreters took this message about God’s life-giving 

presence so seriously they developed a tradition about a, “traveling rock that 

 Enns, Exodus, 329.2
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followed Israel in the desert for forty years.”  You can even find it in the NT. When 4

St. Paul was writing to a group of early Xstians in Corinth — who were struggling 

to understand what it looked like for God to be with them -- he compares Christian 

baptism to Israel passing through the waters of the Red Sea. He compares the 

Eucharist with Israel's spiritual feast of manna in the wilderness. And he says: 

“They drank from a spiritual rock that followed them, and the rock was 

Christ,” (1Cor. 10.1-4). 

 One of the lessons — both for Paul and for Moses — seems to be that our 

needs & our feelings, even our strongest needs & deepest feelings, aren’t 

always the best measure of God’s presence with us. The people of Israel 

couldn’t imagine that they would thirst – desperately thirst – if God was with them. 

But at the rock they learn that God’s presence doesn’t always mean the absence of 

suffering or need. It means sustaining them in the midst of the suffering or need. 

Today in Romans Paul even suggests that we can “boast in our sufferings, knowing 

that suffering produces endurance, and endurance produces character, and 

character produces hope” that will not disappoint because God’s sustaining love is 

poured into our hearts “through the [gift of the] Holy Spirit,” (Rom. 5.3-5).  

 And all these questions get heightened & sharpened in the Gospel. It’s no 

coincidence that today’s Gospel includes another story about a journey & 

weariness, testing & thirst. Some of the details are different than the Exodus but 

 Kugel, How to Read the Bible4
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the underlying question with Jesus & the Samaritan woman is still the same: Is 

God among us?  

 What follows is a kind of debate that echoes Israel in the wilderness. The 

first round of questions is about physical needs. Do our physical needs (like thirst) 

help us learn if God is with us? Jesus says, no, that’s not how we learn. Jesus is 

nourished by a source of water that has nothing to do with physical thirst. The next 

round of questions is about history & tradition — Jacob’s well and the mountain 

of worship. Is tradition how we learn if God is with us? Jesus says no, tradition is 

not how we find God’s presence, and true worshipers will worship the Father in 

spirit & truth. What about social position or respect? That uncomfortable bit about 

the woman being passed around by five different men and now living with a sixth? 

Jesus doesn’t dwell on that either. Our reputation or social status don’t necessarily 

give us any clues about whether God is with us — even if we find ourselves, like 

the Samaritan, as social outcasts. Because even our strongest needs & deepest 

feelings, aren’t always the best measure of God’s presence with us 

By the end of their debate, when everything else is stripped away, the only 

thing left is Jesus himself, standing there in front of a well & offering himself as a 

source of life in the midst of her uncertainty, her suffering, her anger, and her 

shame. Just like the God of Israel standing in front of a rock and offering himself 

as a source of life in the desert, Jesus is standing in front of a well and offering life 

to a thirsty woman.  
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For all of us on journeys somewhere “in-between” suffering & hope, I think 

at least part of how God’s gift actually works is like this; it’s that both the God of 

the Exodus and the Jesus of the Gospels invite us to give God all of our 

uncertainty & suffering, all of our anger & shame. We only have to look & 

believe in God’s gift, but believing is going to draw us into a relationship. That’s 

how it works. The invitation we find in Exodus & the Gospel is that God offers 

new life in the very act of receiving our pain.  

Where is your pain this Lent? Give it to God. Where is your suffering, or 

anger, or shame? Hear today’s stories as an invitation to give it all to God, and to 

receive new life in exchange. Give God all the anger, all the suffering, all the pain. 

Let God have it. Seriously, don’t hold back. If the Exodus story is any indication, 

striking a rock is a violent image. And maybe that’s where the fanciful tradition of 

a traveling rock has something to offer. Because even "though Exodus never says 

the actual stone …followed Israel, Exodus does say that something—someone—

was following…. Moses strikes not just the rock but [God himself]… and from 

[God] stricken, smitten, afflicted, flow rivers of living water.”  This Lent we’re 5

invited to see the same God following us in the person of Jesus. To see Jesus 

standing in front of us and offering new life. And by the end of our Lenten journey 

he’s also going to be stricken, smitten, and afflicted on a cross — from which we, 

and the world, are offered endless streams of living water. Amen.

 Leithart, Deep Exegesis, 375


